
IN THE COURT OF THE SPECIAL JUDGE, C.B.I., ASSAM, GUWAHATI

Present : Sri Ikramul Hussain,
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        C.B.I., Assam, Guwahati.
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Date of Evidence      :  15.03.2005,  13.06.2005,  28.07.2005, 

14.09.2005

                                                 20.03.2006, 11.05.2006, 22.06.2006,  

07.08.2006

                                                 26.09.2006, 21.11.2006, 19.12.2007,  

11.05.2009,

                                                 06.07.2009, 07.07.2009, 08.10.2009,  

12.11.2010,

                                                 19.01.2011, 09.03.2011, 19.05.2011, 13.06.2011,

                                                 29.09.2011, 22.12.2011, 09.02.2012, 16.03.2012,

                                                 17.03.2012, 03.05.2012. 

Date of Argument        : 16.07.2012.

Date of Judgment       : 30.07.2012

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. Aforesaid three cases have arisen out of the single FIR registered as 

RC 2(A)/96-SHG by the C.B.I. but three charge sheets are filed. All the cases 

are taken together for disposal by a common judgment. The facts of the cases 

are mentioned below separately. 

A. Facts of Spl. Case No. 19/2004
2. Prosecution case, in brief, is that Shri Mukut Chetia while posted and 

functioning as Branch Manager, State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch, Karbi 

Anglong during the period 1986 to 1989 entered in to a criminal conspiracy with  

some  persons  and  in  pursuance  thereof  fraudulently  and  dishonestly 

sanctioned and disbursed 163 numbers of loans in Govt. sponsored scheme 

and  direct  loan  amounting  to  Rs.  15.89  lakhs  to  non-existing  and  fictitious 

persons thereby causing loss to the Bank. In this connection, RC 2(A)/96-SHG 

was registered with CBI, Guwahati Branch and started investigation. 

3. In course of investigation, it  was revealed that Sri  Mukut Chetia, 

entered into criminal conspiracy with Sri Rajesh Engleng, Sri Binod Barman, Sri 

Semson  Timung  and  in  pursuance  thereof  he  fraudulently  and  dishonestly 

sanctioned  and  disbursed  loans  in  the  name  of  non-existent  and  fictitious 

persons such as Sri  Sing Terang,  Sri  Sabadon Difusa, Sri  Wofang Bey,  Sri  

Sarman Killing  etc.  It  was  further  revealed that  Sri  Rajesh Engleng put  his 

thumb impression as borrower in the control card cum ledger sheet of loan A/C 

No. IRDP/ATL-9/1054 in the name of Sri Sing Terang by affixing photograph of 

Sri Khoya Terang, where Binod Barman acted as witness, IRDP/ATL-1056 in 
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the name of Sri Sabadon Difusa and IRDP/ATL-1060 in the name of Sri Wofang 

Bey, but both of them denied of availing any loan and the photograph affixed in 

the control card cum ledger sheet of said loan accounts were not belonged to 

them, while Binod Barman acted as witness. Sri  Khoya Ternag admitted his 

photograph in loan account No. IRDP/ATL-9/1054, but denied of availing any 

loan. Sri  Semson Timung put his right thumb impression as borrower in the 

control card cum ledger sheet of loan account No. IRDP/ATL-10/1002 in the 

name of Sarman Killing. Thus the accused persons disbursed loans to as many 

as  20 fictitious and non existing persons.  The investigating  officer  recorded 

statement of witnesses under Section 161 Cr.P.C. and seized loan documents, 

withdrawal forms, undelivered registered letters, investigation report of the bank 

etc.  in  course  of  investigation.  Specimen  signature  and  hand  writing  also 

obtained and sent for expert opinion. After completion of investigation, it was 

found  that  the  aforesaid  facts  and  circumstances,  disclose  commission  of 

offence punishable under Section 120B,420, 409 IPC and Section 13(2) read 

with Section 13(1)(c) and (d) of the P.C. Act. Hence necessary sanction was 

obtained and filed charge sheet under said Sections of law against the accused 

persons. Hence this case.

B. Facts of Spl. Case No. 22/2004
4. As per charge sheet filed in Spl. Case No. 22/2004, it was revealed 

in course of investigation that Sri Mukut Chetia, the then Branch Manager, State 

Bank of India, Manja Tiniali  Branvh, entered into criminal conspiracy with Sri  

Binod  Barman  (Private  person),  Sri  Semson  Timung  (Private  person),  Sri 

Chandra Ronghang (Private person) and Sri Hemendra Barman, Gram Sevak 

of the office of Sr. Block Development Officer, Lumbajong Development Block 

and  in  pursuance  thereof  he  fraudulently  and  dishonestly  sanctioned  and 

disbursed loans in the name of non-existent and fictitious persons, such as Sri 

Rajendra  Rongfer,  Sri  Thangkai  Kuki,  Sri  Sonaram  Kro,  Sri  Ramsing 

Ronghang,  Sri  Chowkidar  Engti,  Sri  Majori  Phangso,  Sri  Harlangki  Bey,  Sri 

Rongbong Bey and Sri  Narayan Das. It  was further revealed that Sri  Binod 

Barman put his thumb impression as borrower in the control card cum ledger 

sheet of loan A/C No. IRDP/ATL-8/979 in the name of Rajendra Rongfer, son of 

Mon Rongfer of Sowe Teron Gaon, IRDP/ATL-8-949 in the name of Thangkai 

Kuki, IRDP/ATL-8-950 in the name of Sri Sona Ram Kro, son of Kania Kro of  

Hemai  Hanse  Gaon  and  IRDP/ATL-BG-953  in  the  name  of  Sri  Ram  Sing 

Ronghang,  son  of  Hemai  Ronghang  of  Kehai  Ronghang  Gaon.  Sri  Binod 

Barman also acted as witness in IRDP loan account No. IRDP/ATL-8-949 and 

IRDP/ATL-8-950. Sarkari Gaonbura Sri Jona Sing Teron and Gaonbura Sri Bor 
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Sing Teron of Sowe Teron gaon confirmed that there is no such person named 

Sri Rajendra Rongfer in that village and Sri Bogaram Ronghang, Gaonbura of 

Kehai Ronghang village confirmed that there is no such person named Sri Ram 

Sing  Ronghang.  Sri  Semson  Timung  put  his  right  thumb  impression  as 

borrower in the control card cum ledger sheet of loan account No. IRDP/ATL-

10-1124 in the name of Sri Chowkidar Engti, son of Rongdo Engti of Sarthe 

Teron gaon and IRDP/ATL-10-996 in the name of Sri Majori Phangso, son of 

Bijung Phangso of Ronbong Tisso gaon and also acted as a witness to the said 

loan accounts. Sri Chowkidar Engti confirmed that the photograph affixed on 

the control card cum ledger sheet of the loan account No. IRDP/ATL-10-1124 is 

not  his  photograph and Sri  Jeng Tisso,  Gaonbura of Rongbong Tisso gaon 

confirmed that there is no such person named Sri Majori Phangso in Rongbong 

Tisso Gaon. 

5. It was further revealed in course of investigation that Sri Chandra 

Ronghang put his left thumb impression as borrower in control card cum ledger 

sheet of loan account No. IRDP/ATL-1033 in the name of Sri Harlongki Bey, 

son of Kangki  Bey of Sowe Teron Gaon,  but  the photograph affixed on the 

control card cum ledger sheet does not belong to Chandra Ronghang. Sarkari 

Gaonbura Sri  Jona Sing Teron have confirmed that there is no such person 

named Harlongki Bey in Sowe Teron Gaon, but Binod Barman acted as witness 

to the loan account. Sri Hemendra Barman put his right thumb impression as 

borrower  in  the  control  card  cum  ledger  sheet  of  loan  account  No. 

IRDP/ATL/1087(A)  in  the  name of  Sri  Rongbong Bey,  son of  Kania  Bey of 

Manja, but the photograph affixed in the control card cum ledger sheet is not of 

Hemendra  Barman.  Sri  Jona  Sing  Teron,  President  and  Sri  Himari  Teron, 

Secretary of Manja Bazar Committee confirmed that there is no such person 

named Rongbong Bey in Manja, but Hemendra Barman acted as witness to the 

loan account. In loan account No. Genl/ATL-5/139, in the name of Sri Narayan 

Das, son of Hari Das of Mahendijua Bey Gaon, the photograph affixed is of one 

Harsing  Bey,  son  of  late  Himari  Bey  of  Rongbong  Tisso  Gaon,  who  is  an 

illiterate  person,  whereas  his  signature  appeared  in  assamese  in  specimen 

signature column of the control card cum ledger sheet as borrower. Sri Binod 

Barman acted as witness to the said loan a/c and received Rs. 9000/ through 

consolidated Banker’s cheque No. BN/9 517570 dated 11.12.1989 issued by 

Mukut Chetia. In course of investigation. Specimen signature and hand writing 

of accused persons also obtained and sent for expert opinion. After completion 

of  investigation,  it  was  found  that  the  aforesaid  facts  and  circumstances, 

disclose commission of offence punishable under Section 120B,420, 409 IPC 
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and Section 13(2) read with Section 13(1)(c) and (d) of the P.C. Act. As Sri  

Mukut  Chetia  and Sri  Hemendra  Barman are  public  servant,  so,  necessary 

sanction to prosecute them were obtained and filed charge sheet under said 

Sections  of  law  against  Sri  Mukut  Chetia,  Sri  Binod  Barman,  Sri  Semson 

Timung, Sri Chandra Ronghang and Sri Hemendra Barman. Hence this case.

C. Facts of Special Case No. 25/2004
6. As per charge sheet filed in Spl. Case No. 25/2004, it was revealed 

in course of investigation that Sri Mukut Chetia, the then Branch Manager, State 

Bank of India, Manja Tiniali  Branch, entered into criminal conspiracy with Sri  

Rajesh Engleng, Sri Binod Barman, Sri Hemendra Barman, Gram Sevak of the 

office of Sr. Block Development Officer, Lumbajong Development Block and Sri 

Rajesh  Teron  and  in  pursuance  thereof  he  fraudulently  and  dishonestly 

sanctioned  and  disbursed  loans  in  the  name  of  non-existent  and  fictitious 

persons, such as Sri Harsing Engleng, Sri Boleswar Jigdong, Sri Naren Bey, Sri 

Kehai Teron, Sri Mon Engleng, Sri Rubul Phangso and Sri Desoi Rongpi for an 

amount of Rs. 56,275/. It was further revealed that Sri Rajesh Engleng put his 

thumb impression as borrower in the control card cum ledger sheet of loan A/C 

No. IRDP/ATL-9/443 in the name of Harsing Engleng, son of Sar Engleng of 

Kangram Timung Gaon, where photograph affixed is of Sri Dhon Tisso, son of  

Rongdo Tisso of Sarthephura Gaon. Sri Dhon Tisso denied of availing any loan 

and the Gaonbura Sri Sarthe Timung confirmed that there is no such person 

named Harsing Engleng is existing in his village. Sri Binod Barman acted as 

witness. In loan A/C No. IRDP/ATL-8/799, accused Binod Barman put his right 

thumb impression as borrower in the control card cum ledger sheet in the name 

of Sri Boleswar Jigdong, who denied of availing any loan and the photograph 

affixed  is  not  the  photographs of  Boleswar  Jigdong.  Sri  Hemendra  Barman 

acted as a witness. In loan account No. IRDP/ATL-8/581, Binod Barman put his 

right thumb impression as borrower in the control card cum ledger sheet in the 

name of Sri Naren Bey, son of Sing Bey of Men Taro Gaon. Sri Manoj Taro 

confirmed  that  Sri  Naren  Bey  did  not  avail  any  loan.  In  loan  account  No. 

IRDP/ATL-8/676, Sri Binod Barman put right thumb impression in the name of 

Sri  Kehai  Teron, son of Sarbura Teron of Sowe Teron Gaon. Gaonbura Sri  

Jona Sing Teron confirmed that  no  such person named Sri  Kehai  Teron is 

existing in his village of Sowe Teron Gaon. In loan account  No. IRDP/ATL-

8/678, Sri Binod Barman put his right thumb impression as borrower in control  

card cum ledger sheet in the name of Sri Mon Engleng, son of Dhon Engleng of 

Sowe  Teron  Gaon,  Gaonbura  Sri  Jona  Sing  Teron  confirmed  that  no  such 

person named Sri Mon Engleng is existing in his village of Sowe Teron Gaon. In 
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loan  account  No.  IRDP/ATL-8/679,  Sri  Binod  Barman  put  his  right  thumb 

impression as borrower in control  card cum ledger sheet in the name of Sri 

Rubul  Phangso,  son of  Sarat  Phangso of  Sowe Teron Gaon.  Gaonbura Sri  

Jona Sing Teron confirmed that no such person named Sri Rubul Phangso is 

existing in his village of Sowe Teron Gaon. In loan account  No. IRDP/ATL-

8/684, Sri Binod Barman put his right thumb impression as borrower in control  

card cum ledger sheet in the name of Sri Desoi Rongpi, son of Don Rongpi of 

Harsing Bey Gaon. Photograph affixed is of Sri Harsing Bey, who is an illiterate 

person, but in the control  card cum ledger sheet, signature of Desoi Rongpi 

appeared in assamese. Rajesh Teron acted as witness.  After  completion of 

investigation,  it  was  found  that  the  aforesaid  facts  and  circumstances, 

constitutes offence punishable under Section 120B/420/409 IPC and Section 

13(2) read with Section 13(1)(c) and (d) of the P.C. Act. As Sri Mukut Chetia 

and  Sri  Hemendra  Barman  are  public  servant,  so,  necessary  sanction  to 

prosecute them were obtained and filed charge sheet under said Sections of 

law against Sri  Mukut Chetia, Sri  Binod Barman, Sri  Hemendra Barman, Sri  

Rajesh Teron and Sri Rajesh Engleng. Hence this case.

7. During trial of aforesaid cases, accused Rajesh Engleng in Spl. Case 

Nos.  19/2004 and 25/2004,  Sri  Semson Timung in  Spl.  Case No.  19/2004, 

accused Chandra Ronghang and Semson Timung in Spl. Case No. 22/2004 

confessed  their  guilt  and  accordingly  they  were  convicted  vide  order  dated 

30.09.2002. Accused Binod Barman was declared absconder vide order dated 

23.05.2003 and case against him was filed. So, after furnishing the copies of 

the materials to accused Sri Mukut Chetia in Spl. Case No. 19/2004, Sri Mukut 

Chetia and Sri  Hemendra Barman in Spl.  Case No.  22/2004 and Sri  Mukut 

Chetia,  Sri  Hemendra  Barman  and  Sri  Rajesh  Engleng  in  Spl.  Case  No. 

25/2004 and hearing both sides, charge under Section 120B/420/409 IPC and 

Section 13(1)(d) read with Section 13(2) of the P.C. Act was framed against Sri 

Mukut Chetia and charge under Section 120B/420 IPC and Section 13(1)(d) 

read with  Section  13(2)  of  the  P.C.  Act  was  framed against  Sri  Hemendra 

Barman and Rajesh Engleng. Particulars and contents of the charge, on being 

explained to accused Sri Mukut Chetia, Sri Hemendra Barman and Sri Rajesh 

Engleng, they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

8. Accused Binod Barman was produced under arrest. Copies of the 

materials were furnished to him. After perusal of the materials and hearing both 

sides, charge under Section 120B/420 IPC in Spl. Case No. 19/2004 and under 

Section 120B/468/419/420 IPC in Spl.  Case No. 22/2004 and 25/2004 were 
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framed against him. Particulars and contents of the charge, on being explained 

to the accused Sri Binod Barman, he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

9. After going through the prosecution allegation of all  the aforesaid 

three cases, it is found that the main allegation is that the accused Sri Mukut 

Chetia, while posted and functioning as Branch Manager, State Bank of India, 

Manja Tiniali Branch, during the period from 1986 to 1989, entered into criminal 

conspiracy with other accused persons and in pursuance of that conspiracy, he 

fraudulently and dishonestly sanctioned and disbursed 163 numbers of loans in 

Govt. sponsored scheme and also direct loan amounting to Rs. 15.89 lakhs to 

non-existing and fictitious persons and thereby causing loss to the bank. The 

only difference as appeared from the charge sheet filed in the aforesaid cases 

is that the non-existing and fictitious persons, under whose names, loans were 

sanctioned and disbursed are different. In Spl. Case No. 19/2004, the names of 

non existent and fictitious persons mentioned in the charge sheet are Sri Sing 

Terang, Sri Sabadon Difusa, Sri Wofang Bey and Sri Sarman Killing. In Spl.  

Case No.  22/2004,  the  non existent  and fictitious  persons are  Sri  Rajendra 

Rongfer,  Sri  Thangkai  Kuki,  Sri  Sonaram Kro,  Sri  Ramsing  Ronghang,  Sri  

Chowkidar Engti, Sri Majori Phangso, Sri Harlangki Bey, Sri Rongbong Bey and 

Sri Narayan Das and in Spl. Case No. 25/2004, the non existent and fictitious 

persons are Sri  Harsing Engleng,  Sri  Boleswar  Jigdong,  Sri  Naren Dey,  Sri 

Kehai Teron, Sri Mon Engti, Sri Rubul Phangso and Sri Desoi Rongpui. Apart 

from this, the allegation of commission of the offence and its modus operandi is 

same. The witnesses and relied on documents are found to be same. The I.O. 

could have submit  one single charge sheet against all  the accused persons 

instead of submitting three charge sheets as the case was originally registered 

as a single case under No. RC 2(A)/96-SHG, but he, instead of submitting one 

charge sheet, submitted three separate charge sheet, increasing the number of 

cases, probably to show his efficiency in investigation and submission of charge 

sheets in more cases. Chapter XII of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, 

provides Police Officer power to investigate cases. Under Section 154 Cr.P.C. 

provides  for  registration  of  cognizable  case  on  receipt  of  information  and 

Section  173  Cr.P.C.  provides  for  submission  of  report  on  completion  of 

investigation, which report is generally known as charge sheet. Chapter XII of 

the  Code  of  Criminal  Procedure,  1973,  did  not  provide  any  power  to  the 

Investigating Officer to file more than one charge sheet in a case registered on 

a single FIR. Section 173(8) Cr.P.C. provides for further investigation in respect 

of an offence after submission of a report under Section 173(2) Cr.P.C. The I.O.  

of the instant cases instead of taking recourse of sub-section 2 of Section 173 
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Cr.P.C. filed three separate charge sheets, which cannot be said to be further 

investigation.  The  act  of  the  I.O.  not  only  against  the  provision  of  law and 

increased the number of cases but also wasted valuable time of the Court. It is 

an  act  of  multiplicity  of  cases.  I.O.  did  not  show any reason  of  filing  three 

separate  charge sheets  in  the case registered as RC 2(A)/96-SHG. Due to 

above  reasons,  I  have  taken  up  all  the  aforesaid  three  cases  together  for 

disposal by a common judgment. It is also found that the Prosecution witnesses 

and  exhibits  in  all  the  three  cases  are  almost  same.  So,  for  the  sake  of 

convenience, Prosecution witnesses of the aforesaid cases and the names of 

alleged fictitious and non existent  persons along with  the amount  of  money 

alleged to be caused loss to the bank, in each of the aforesaid cases are shown 

below in the chart.

A. Names of Prosecution witnesses
Sl. 
No.

Name of witness In Case No. 
19/2004

In Case No. 
22/2004

In Case No. 
25/2004

1. Sri Bijay Deka PW-1 - PW-1
2. Sri Haripada Das PW-2 PW-1 PW-2
3. Sri Wilson Krow PW-3 PW-2 PW-3
4. Sri Jona Sing Teron PW-4 PW-3 PW-4
5. Sri Raj Kumar Das PW-5 PW-4 PW-5
6. Sri Bhupen Ch Bora PW-6 PW-5 PW-6
7. Sri Kartick Hasnu PW-7 PW-6 PW-7
8. Sri J.P. Saikia PW-8 PW-7 PW-8
9. Sri Manoj Taro PW-9 PW-8 PW-9

10. Sri Ananta Das PW-10 - PW-13
11. Sri Himari Teron - PW-9 PW-10
12. Sri Barun Bhuyan PW-11 PW-10 PW-11
13. Sri R.K. Aditya PW-12 PW-11 PW-12
14. Sri Bogaram Ronghang - PW-12 -
15. Smt. Anita PW-13 - -
16. Sri Subodh Kumar Debnath PW-14 PW-13 PW-14
17. Sri Cornelius Tigga - PW-14 PW-15
18. Sri Boleswar Jigdang - PW-15 PW-16
19. Sri Borsing Teron - PW-16 PW-19
20. Sri Sarsing Ronghang - PW-17 PW-20
21. Sri Bhudhar Chakraborty PW-15 CW-1 PW-17
22. Sri S.K. Chadda PW-16 PW-18 PW-21
23. Sri Sujay Saha PW-17 PW-19 PW-23
24. Sri Bani Kanta Rajbonshi - - PW-18
25. Sri Rajendra Swami - - PW-22
26. Sri L. Hangsingh (I.O.) PW-18 PW-20 PW-24

B. Names of alleged fictitious/non-existent persons
Sl. 
No.

Case No. Names of alleged fictitious persons Amount

1. Spl. Case 19/2004
Sri Sing Terang

Rs. 27,900/Sri Sabadan Difusa
Sri Woofang Bey
Sri Sarman Killing

2.
Sri Rajendra Rongfer
Sri Thangkai Kuki
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Spl. Case 22/2004

Rs. 1,74,,575/Sri Sonaram Kro
Sri Ramsing Ronghang
Sri Chowkidar Engti
Sri Majori Phangso
Sri Harlangki Bey
Sri Rongbong Bey
Sri Narayan Das

3.
Spl. Case 25/2004

Sri Harsing Engleng

Rs. 1,74,575/
Sri Boleswar Jigdong
Sri Naren Bey
Sri Kehai Teron
Sri Mon Engti
Sri Rubul Phangso
Sri Desoi Rongpi

10. Now, points for determination has been framed as follows :

 i. Whether the accused Mukut Chetia, while posted and functioning as 

Branch Manager,  State  Bank of  India,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch  during  1986 to 

1990, entered into a criminal conspiracy with Sri Hemendra Barman, Sri Rajesh 

Teron, Sri Binod Barman, Sri Semson Timung, Sri Chandra Ronghang and Sri 

Semson Timung with intent to commit offence of cheating, criminal breach of 

trust as public servant by sanctioning and disbursing loan in the name of non 

existent and fictitious persons ?

ii. Whether the accused persons in consequence of the said conspiracy 

cheated State Bank of India by dishonestly inducing it to pay an amount to the 

tune of Rs. 1,74,575/ in the name of some non existing and fictitious persons 

during the period of 1986 to 1990 ?

iii.  Whether  the  accused  Mukut  Chetia,  being  a  public  servant  as 

Branch Manager, State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch during 1986 to 1990 

committed criminal breach of trust of an amount of Rs. 1,74,575/ as such public 

servant ?

(iv) Whether the accused Sri Binod Barman in consequence of criminal 

conspiracy cheated State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch amounting to Rs. 

46,000/ ?

(v) Whether the accused Sri Binod Barman in consequence of criminal 

conspiracy during that period cheated State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch 

by impersonating him as another person ?

(vi)  Whether the accused Sri Binod Barman in consequence of criminal 

conspiracy during that period forged loan documents in State Bank of India, 

Manja Tiniali Branch, for the purpose of cheating ?

(vii)  Whether  the  accused  Mukut  Chetia,  Hemendra  Barman  and 

Rajesh  Teron  being  a  public  servant  committed  criminal  misconduct  by 
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dishonestly  or  fraudulently  mis-appropriated  an  amount  of  Rs.  1,74,575/ 

abusing their position as public servants obtained pecuniary advantage without 

any public interest through corrupt and illegal means ?

11. Prosecution side examined as many as 18 witnesses including the 

Investigation Officer in Spl. Case No. 19/2004, 20 witnesses and one CW in 

Spl. Case No. 22/2004 and 24 witnesses in Spl. Case No. 25/2004. Defence 

cross  examined them to  rebut  the  charges.  The statements  of  the  accused 

persons were recorded under Section 313 Cr.P.C. Their plea is of total denial.  

However, they did not examine any witness in support of their defence. I have 

heard argument advanced by learned Counsel of both sides and decided the 

allegation as follows :

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof

12.  It  appears  from the FIR and other  materials  on  record that  the 

prosecution allegation is sanction and disbursing of IRDP loans to some non 

existent and fictitious persons by making false documents in consequence of 

criminal  conspiracy.  The number of  such fictitious persons mentioned in the 

charge  sheets  of  the  cases  is  shown  above.  The  allegation  of  criminal 

conspiracy is related with other offences, which can be accepted as proved, if 

the  prosecution  can  able  to  bring  home  the  related  allegations  against  the 

accused persons. So, for the convenience, point No. 1, i.e. criminal conspiracy 

of the accused persons is taken up for discussion along with other points. Now, 

let us examine the evidences to see how far the prosecution has able to bring 

home the allegation. 

13. Point No. 1 and 2 :- To bring home the allegation in point Nos. 1 

and 2, in the instant case, prosecution has to prove that the accused persons 

entered  into  criminal  conspiracy  and  in  consequence  of  that  conspiracy 

sanctioned and disbursed IRDP loan under Government scheme meant for the 

people  living  in  the  poverty  line  or  below poverty  line,  to  non  existent  and 

fictitious  persons,  and  thereby  cheated  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch.  PW  Sri 

Haripada Das stated in evidence that during 1995 to 1997 he was working as 

Field Officer of State Bank of India posted at Manja Tinali Branch. His duty was 

to verify pre-sanction and post-sanction of loans by visiting sites, submit report 

to controller in respect of loans sanctioned, and maintain inspection register for  

loan account, issuance of notice to borrower, adjustment of subsidy in respect 

of bad loans of borrower’s accounts, identification of borrower by sponsoring 

agency like DRDA and Bank. In the matter of identification of borrower, a joint 
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inspection has to be done by DRDA and Bank, and in case of irregularities, field 

officer has to inform the Regional Office. He did not find Inspection Register and 

Control  Return  Register  for  1986-89  in  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch.  Accused 

Mukut Chetia was the Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch during said 

period and no recovery of loan was there in that period. He tried to contact the 

beneficiaries of availing IRDP loans, some were found, but they stated that they 

did  not  avail  loan  and  some  were  not  traceable.  In  most  of  the  cases, 

Passbooks  were  not  issued  to  the  borrowers.  He  came  to  know  from 

Gaonburas  that  some  borrowers  were  not  in  existence  in  their  place  of 

residence as shown to be resided. By the seizure memo (Ext. 9 in Case No. 

19/2004  and Ext.  107  in  Case No.  25/2004),  documents  mentioned  therein 

were seized from his possession. Loan applications are received by DRDA and 

forwarded to Block Office and Block Office forwarded the same to the bank. 

Then joint inspection has to be done by bank and Block officials. Bank officials 

are  fully  dependant  on  Block  Official  and  Gaonburas  during  joint  field 

inspection.  Due  to  Jhum  cultivation,  villagers  shifted  their  residences.  He 

conducted field inspection in July 1995. 

14.  PW  Sri  Rabindra  Kumar  Aditya  stated  in  evidence  that  to 

implement IRDP scheme, person should live below poverty line, shall not below 

the age of 16 years and there was no education bar. DRDA and its analogous 

agencies collected the loan applications. After scrutiny of the applications with  

the help of Block officials, list of beneficiaries is being prepared and sent to 

Bank for release of loan against the proposal submitted by DRDA. Then, Bank 

and DRDA make a joint inspection and field survey to ascertain genuineness of 

proposal and if found in order, Bank sanctioned loans against the proposals 

with  intimation  to  DRDA and  higher  officials  of  the  Bank.  Thereafter,  Bank 

releases the subsidy to the beneficiaries through their bank account. Once loan 

is sanctioned and subsidy is released, Bank is to enquire and inspect through 

field officer or by Branch Manager about proper utilization of the loan with the 

assistance of Gaonbura and a certificate from the Gaonbura and photograph of 

beneficiary is obtained. In case of purchase of machinery articles, beneficiary is 

to  submit  quotation  from  prospective  firms  regarding  price,  quality  etc.  to 

sanction the loan. Genuineness of the beneficiary is recorded in the inspection 

register. In case of lapses on the part of the Bank, both Branch Manager and 

Field  Officer  are  responsible  and  Branch  Manager  is  overall  responsible  of 

granting the loan. Bank also has to ascertain the ability of the loanee about 

repayment  and  decide  mode  of  instalment.  He  can  identify  signature  and 

handwriting of Mukut Chetia. He found some irregularities, such as change of 
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name of the Branch from Diphu to Manja, disbursement of loan without money 

receipt, non-submission of return to higher authority, loan application forwarded 

without endorsement of BDO, loan disbursed without receipt of subsidy etc. In 

cross examination, he stated that he never noticed any irregularity in processing 

loan application. PW Sri Subodh Kr Debnath also supported the above fact as 

regard the procedure to be followed by bank in respect of  Govt.  sponsored 

loans.

15. PW Sri Raj Kumar Das stated in evidence that he was working as 

cashier-cum-clerk  in  SBI,  Manza  Branch  since  August,  1989 to  September, 

2004. At that time Mukut Chetia was the Branch Manager, SBI, Manja Tiniali 

Branch and IRDP loan scheme was in progress during 1986-89. Mukut Chetia 

did all  works of documentation, sanctioning and disbursement of IRDP loan. 

Identification  of  beneficiaries  was  done  by  the  persons  of  DRDA.  PW  Sri 

Bhupen Chandra  Bora stated  in  evidence that  he  worked as Assistant  with 

Mukut  Chetia  at  SBI,  Manza  Branch,  so  he  is  well  acquainted  with  his 

handwriting and signature, as he was the Branch Manager from 1988 – 1990. 

PW Sri  Barun Bhuyan stated that  he was Project  Director,  DRDA, Diphu in 

1996 and Sr. B.D.O. of Lambazong Development Block from 1986-91. Gram 

Sevaks find out persons living below poverty line with the assistance of village 

head man for implementation of IRDP scheme. They fill up the prescribed form 

in respect of such people and submit to the Block Office and Extension Officer, 

Credit  forwarded it  to  him, when found it  proper  after  verification.  He again 

checked those applications and if found proper then forward to the DRDA office 

where the applications again verified. If the applications are found in order, then 

DRDA forward the same to the Bank recommending release of loan. Then Bank 

after  verifying  genuineness  of  the  applicant,  sanctions  the  loan  against  the 

applications  sponsored  by  DRDA  and  releases  in  two  instalments.  On 

satisfaction of proper utilization of first instalment, Bank releases the second 

instalment. Subsidy is released after intimating DRDA by Bank after release of 

the sanction amount.  In case of live stock and sericulture loan, a Purchase 

committee is formed with representative of Block, DRDA, village head man and 

veterinary officer or Sericulture Officer as the case may be. Beneficiaries are 

identified at the time of disbursing of loan by Block officials or other concerned 

department  like  Handloom,  Weaving  etc.  In  1986-91,  SBI  Manager  never 

informed him about sanctioning of loan under IRDP. Disbursement of loan to 

fictitious person is the joint responsibility of all the parties. (At this stage witness 

declared hostile) He further stated in cross examination by Prosecution that he 
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had given statement before CBI that “the bank is responsible if loan is given to 

wrong person”.

16. From the above evidence, it is found that Prosecution witness Sri 

R.K. Aditya, Sri Haripada Das stated about the procedure to be followed in the 

bank in respect of Govt. sponsored loans like IRDP. Sri Barun Bhuyan stated 

about the procedure to be followed in Block office and DRDA in sponsoring 

such loans. Above witnesses stated that IRDP loan scheme is for the people 

living in poverty and below poverty line and the Gram Sevak with the help of 

Gaonburas find out such persons and submit report before Block Development 

Officer, who after satisfaction of the verification report sends it to the DRDA. On 

receipt of the application along with verification report from the BDO, the report 

has to be verified again and on satisfaction, loan applications are to be sent to 

the Bank. The bank again has to carry out joint verification with Block officials 

and upon satisfaction, loan is  sanctioned.  Thereafter,  the beneficiary has to 

execute loan documents such as agreement for hypothecation, loan account is 

opened which is reflected in control card cum ledger sheet. Photograph of the 

beneficiary  has  to  be  affixed  in  the  control  card  cum  ledger  sheet.  After 

completion of the documentation and photo identification, a part of the loan is 

disbursed through the loan account.  Then the Branch Manager of  the bank 

made  claim  of  the  subsidy  and  DRDA  releases  subsidy  against  the 

beneficiaries against whom loan is sanctioned. Branch Manager of the bank 

has also the duty to verify utilization of the part of the loan by the beneficiary 

and if satisfied, balance amount of the loan is disbursed. He also required to 

inform higher authority time to time about sanction of loan and its repayment.  

Evidence of Haripada Das further reveals that some of the borrowers of the 

loan are found non existent and some are though found but they denied of  

availing any loan. This piece of evidence of Haripada Das got support from the 

evidence of Sri Wilson Kro, Sri Bogaram Ronghang, Sri Boleswar Jigdang, Sri 

Borsing Teron and Sri Sarsing Ronghang.

17. Sri Wilson Kro stated that he verified existence of some persons in 

certain villages under his jurisdiction and found after verification that only one 

person  is  in  existence  in  Nihang  Ingty  Village  and  rest  were  not  found  in 

existence. He submitted report to CBI with a forwarding letter. Ext. 10 is the 

forwarding letter and Ext. 11 is the report. On perusal of Ext. 11, it is found that 

Sri  Bura Ingti  is  still  living  and he availed IRDP loan from SBI,  Manja  vide 

account  No.  IRDP/ATL-9/988  but  failed  to  repay  the  loan.  Other  persons 

namely Bhim Bahadur Lama (A/C No. shown Gen. ATL/5/131), Dil Bahadur Rai 

(A/C No. shown Gen.ATL/5/128), Jeet Bahadur Chetri (A/C No. shown Gen. 
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ATL/5/127),  Sarthe  Terang  (A/C  No.  shown  IRDP/ATL/871),  Longki  Rongpi 

(A/C  No.  shown  IRDP/ATL/872)  are  not  found  existing  in  their  place  of 

residence.  Other  persons  namely,  Dhansingh  Kro  (A/C  No.  shown 

IRDP/ATL/1129), Riang Kro (A/C No. shown IRDP/ATL/1127), Langtuk Teron 

(A/C  No.  shown  IRDP/ATL/1128),  Chowkidar  Ingti  (A/C  No.  shown 

IRDP/ATL/1124), Kehai Timung (A/C No. shown IRDP/ATL/1130) are found in 

their place of residence but they denied of availing loan. The evidence of Sri  

Jona Singh Teron reveals that CBI officials asked him as President and Sri 

Hemari  Terang as Secretary of  Manja Bazar  Committee  about  existence of 

some persons and on enquiry,  they prepared a report  exhibited as Ext.  12. 

Himari  Terang has stated  in  evidence that  he  was  the  Secretary of  Manza 

Bazar  Committee  in  the  year  1996.  His  responsibilities  were  to  assist  the 

President of the Committee in all grievances including electricity. He lives under 

Manza Bazar area since 1985 and hence he can identify persons of Manza 

Bazar. Ext. 12 is the certificate which certifies that the persons named therein 

are not resident of Manza Bazar. Ext. 12(3) and 12(4) are his signatures.  On 

perusal of Ext. 12 it is found that Sri Kumud Das (A/C No. shown ATL/5/142),  

Sri Gobind Das (A/C No. shown ATL/5/143), Sri Tarun Kachari (A/C No. shown 

ATL/5/144), Sri Sarthe Engti (A/C No. shown ATL/5/148), Sri Uttam Pandit (A/C 

No. shown Gen. /ATL/5/132), Sri Ajanta Baruah (A/C No. shown ATL/5/105), Sri 

Bhulu Daimari (A/C No. shown ATL/5/107), Sri Rongbong Bey (A/C No. shown 

IRDP/ATL/5/1087A), Sri Dhonsingh Timung (A/C No. shown IRDP/ ATL/5/970), 

Sri Babul Singh (A/C No. shown ATL/5/126), Sri Mehmood Jigdong (A/C No. 

shown ATL/5/137) are not the residents of Manja Bazar. It further reveals that 

Sri Uttam Kumar Pandit, son of Akhil Ch Pandit (A/C No. shown CC/3/48), Sunil 

Barman, son of Badal Barman (A/C No. shown ATL/5/122) and Lalan Prasad, 

son  of  Ramdeep  Prasad  (A/C  No.  shown  ATL/5/124)  though  shown  to  be 

resident of Manja bazaar, but one Sushil Barman and not Sunil Barman son of 

Badal Barman and Lalan Prasad son of Ram Das Prasad and not Ramdeep 

Prasad are living in Manja Bazar. 

18.  PW Sri  Bogaram Ronghang stated  that  his  elder  brother  Kehai 

Ranghang was the Govt. Gaonbura who died on 03.07.1997 and since after his 

brother’s death, he was looking after the villages. He stated that no person in 

the  name  of  Ram  Sing  Ronghang  S/O  Ratan  Ronghang  and  Ram  Sing 

Ronghang S/O Hemai Ronghang had ever  lived in Kehai  Ronghang village. 

Similarly no person in the name of Mandal Taro S/O Rongpong Taro in Lanki 

Bey village and Baliram Ronghang S/O Sing Ronghang and Ram Sing Engti 

had ever lived in Hidim Timung village, Manza. In respect of that fact he issued 
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a  certificate  vide  Ext.  29  (in  Spl.  Case  22/2004),  wherein  Ext.  29(1)  is  his 

signature.  PW  Sri  Boleswar  Jigdong  stated  in  evidence  that  he  has  been 

residing at Mohendijua, Karbi Anglong for last 75 years. He did not apply for  

any loan in 1988 and also not received any amount from bank. He is a literate 

person and knows to write. Thumb impression appeared in Ext. 38 is not his 

thumb  impression  and  the  photograph  appeared  in  Ext.  39  is  not  his 

photograph. Ext. 40 is withdrawal slip and signature appeared on the reverse is 

not his signature.  PW Borsing Teron stated that about 14/15 years back while 

he was Gaonbura of Chowe Teron gaon, CBI persons enquired from him about 

existence  and  non  existence  of  some  persons.  Jona  Sing  Teron  was  the 

Gaonbura of Kamra village and both of them jointly issued a certificate dated 

03.07.1997 mentioning existence and non existence of persons as enquired. 

Ext. 41 (in Spl. Case 22/2004) is the said certificate. Persons named from Sl. 

No. 1 to 27 of Ext. 41 are non existent and never lived in his village. Ext. 41(1) 

is his signature. PW Sri Sarsing Ronghang stated in evidence that he read up to 

Class  –  IX  and  is  a  resident  of  Longsing  Ronghang  village  and  he  was 

appointed Govt. village headman in 1997 after death of his father. Rongbong 

Tissu village is about 5 Km away from his village. He knows the residents of his 

village. List of persons contained in Ext. 42 (in Spl. Case 22/2004) certificate 

dated 01.07.1997 are not resident of Rongbong Tisso gaon and Ext. 42(1) is his  

signature. Thus from the above evidence, it  is found that some persons are 

existent  but  with  different  name  and  some  are  non  existent  as  stated  by 

Haripada Das.

19. Above evidence also got support from the evidence of PW Kartick 

Hasnu. He stated that he is a postal peon of Manja Post Office and received 

lots of registered letters with acknowledgement for delivery. Ext. 13 to Ext. 17 

are the letters returned unserve to the senders with his endorsement marked as 

Ext. 13(1) to Ext. 17(1). Ext. 13 bear registered No. 5700 dated 31.08.1996 in 

the name and address of Sri Thangkai Kuki, S/O Longjam Kuki, Vill. – Taithang,  

P.O. Manza, Karbi Anglong. Ext. 14 bear registered No. 5602 in the name and 

address of Sonaram Kro, S/O Kania Kro, Vill. Himari Hanse Gaon, P.O. Manza, 

Karbi Anglong. Ext. 15 bear registered No. 5627 in the name and address of Sri  

Chowkidar Engty, S/O Rondeo Engty, Vill. Saki Teron Gaon, P.O. Manza, Karbi 

Anglong.  Ext.  16 bear  registered No.  5566 in  the name and address of  Sri 

Mojari Phongso, S/O Biyonj Phongso, Vill. Rongbong Tisso Gaon, P.O. Manza, 

Karbi Anglong. Ext. 17 bear registered No. 5714 in the name and address of Sri  

Rongbong  Bey,  S/O  Kania  Bey,  Manza,  P.O.  Manza,  Karbi  Anglong.  The 

acknowledgement card attached to the letters are marked as Ext.13(2) to Ext. 
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17(2). He enquired and searched about those persons from the villagers of the 

concerned village but nobody could inform about their existence and location, 

so letters were returned. This piece of evidence also brings inference that as 

the loans were sanctioned to non existent and fictitious persons, so, PW Sri 

Kartick Hasnu could not locate them to deliver the registered letters. 

20. In the instant case, the evidence reveals that the persons shown in 

the  chart  ‘B’  above  are  non  existent  and  fictitious  persons.  PW  Bogaram 

Ronghang, Jonasing Teron, Borsing Teron, Himari Terang, Wilson Kro stated 

that they issued verification report about non existence of the persons in their 

respective villages mentioned in their addresses. The reports are exhibited as 

Ext. 11, Ext. 12, Ext. 29, Ext. 41 and Ext. 42. On perusal of the said exhibits, it  

is found that the names of persons mentioned in those exhibits are either non 

existent  or  not  proper  person  with  their  names  along  with  father’s  name. 

Learned defence counsel submits that the verifications as per above exhibits 

were done in 1997, that too prepared by CBI and they put only their signatures 

as stated in cross examination. It is also submitted that loan period was from 

1986  to  1991  and  due  to  jhum  cultivation,  people  shifted  their  place  of 

residences. Hence, it is submitted that the beneficiaries could not locate as they 

changed their residences due to said jhum cultivation. As such, it cannot be 

said that loans were issued to non existent and fictitious persons as the persons 

named in the aforesaid exhibits might shift  their residences and available at 

their new address, hence accused persons cannot be held liable. On careful 

scrutiny of the evidence of above prosecution witnesses, it  is found that the 

witness admitted about jhum cultivation and their reports are of 1997 and they 

put signatures on the report as prepared by CBI. But they never stated that they 

ever  saw  those  persons  as  resident  of  villages  as  per  address  of  loan 

application at any point of time and later shifted their residence due to jhum 

cultivation.  Defence  submission  failed  to  inspire  confidence  as  the  accused 

persons neither  made any effort  to  show that  the  alleged non existent  and 

fictitious persons are genuine ones nor could produce and examine any such 

persons  as  defence  witness  to  show  that  the  loan  was  sanctioned  and 

disbursed to genuine persons. Moreover, PW Bogaram Ronghang stated that 

Kehai Teron was his father who died on 03.07.1997 but loan was shown to be 

sanctioned  and  disbursed  in  his  name.  Apart  from  that  PW  Sri  Boleswar 

Jigdong also stated that his photograph affixed in the loan application as well as 

control card cum ledger sheet and exhibited as Ext. 39 is not his photograph 

and he never  applied for  any loan.  Due to  aforesaid reason,  submission of 

learned defence counsel is liable to be discarded.
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21. Learned defence counsel further submits that joint verification of 

the beneficiaries by bank official is not mandatory and affixing of photograph 

was also not the practice at the time of sanctioning the loan. PW Haripada Das 

stated  that  the bank official  is  to  depend upon Block Officials  in  respect  of 

identity of the beneficiaries. PW R.K. Aditya stated that he does not found any 

irregularity in processing the loan applications. Hence, learned counsel submits 

that accused Mukut Chetia cannot be held liable for sanctioning loan to the non 

existent persons without complying the above procedure. CW-1 Sri  Bhudhar 

Chakraborty  stated  in  evidence  that  he  retired  from  SBI,  Regional  office, 

Dimapur in 2001. He was working as Manager (Vigilance) Local Head Office, 

SBI, Guwahati in 1996. Document marked as ‘X’ is agricultural banking codified 

circular  of  SBI  issued  by  Local  Head  Office,  NE  Circle,  Guwahati  as  on 

31.03.1992. It contains general guidelines for conduct of agricultural advance/ 

loan,  mode  of  disbursement,  supervision  and  follow  up,  recovery  of  loan, 

disposal  of  loan  proposal,  and  application  receipt  and  dispose  register  etc. 

which is a procedural guideline in respect of sanction, disbursement and other 

incidental matters of loan. The extract of the circular are from page No. 83 to 

494.  Document marked as ‘X’,  is a Codified Circular of Agricultural  Banking, 

State Bank of India, Local Head Office, N.E. Circle, Guwahati. On perusal of the 

same it  is  found that Chapter IV(D)(I)  relates to scrutinize of loan proposal,  

D(III) relates to pre-sanction verification, Chapter IV(L) relates to documentation 

and Chapter IV(M) relates to  Photograph of borrower.  Chapter  VI  relates to 

Security and Documentation. The relevant portion in respect of scrutinizing of 

loan  proposal,  pre-sanction  survey,  photograph  of  borrower  and  security  is 

quoted below –
Chapter IV(D)(I) : All loan proposals should be completed by the applicants 

themselves or with the assistance of the Bank’s field staff, assistance or 

intervention  of  any  intermediary  is  to  be  neither  sought  nor  permitted. 

Although in areas covered by specific schemes such as DRAP, IRDP etc., 

the concerned project authorities usually arrange for the completion of the 

application forms; applicants from such areas approaching a branch direct 

SHOULD NOT BE directed  by the branch staff  to  approach the project 

authorities for completion of the forms.

(III) Pre-sanction visits to the concerned villages must invariably be made 

for  verifying  the  applicants’  statements.  For  tube  well/other  land 

development schemes, the proposed site/field must also be inspected.

Chapter IV(M) :- Photographs of all borrowers (literate as well as illiterate) 

should be obtained by branches, as it is an important source of indentifying 

a borrower particularly at the time of inspection/recovery. Branches should 
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make arrangements for the photographs, the cost of which will be borne by 

the bank in all cases i.e. irrespective of the loan amount. 

22.  Apart  from  the  above  provisions,  Chapter  VI-A  relates  to 

Identification, wherein it is clearly stated that signature or left thumb impression 

of the applicant on the loan application should be obtained clearly and free from 

haziness to avoid possibilities of impersonation. Bank official should ensure that 

the identity of the borrower should establish beyond doubt. Photographs of all  

borrowers whether literate or otherwise should be obtained, duly attested on 

the reverse thereof by the identifier(s). Thus from the above provisions, it is 

found that the Banking Guidelines for Agricultural loan provides for pre-sanction 

survey as well as photo identity and the bank official should ensure that the 

identity of the borrower should be beyond doubt. In the instant case, it is found 

from the evidence on record that the accused Mukut Chetia as the then Branch 

Manager, SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch failed to comply the aforesaid provisions as 

mentioned in Document ‘X’, the Codified Circular of Agricultural Banking, State 

Bank  of  India.  In  view  of  the  above,  submission  of  learned  Counsel  is 

graciously rejected. Thus from the above evidence it is found that though the 

beneficiaries  were  shown along with  their  account  No.  of  availing loan,  but 

some are found not in  existence and some beneficiaries,  who are found in 

existence,  they denied of  availing any loan,  which brings inference that  the 

loans were sanctioned to non existent and fictitious persons.

23. I.O. stated that in course of investigation some withdrawal forms, 

Banker’s cheque, Cheque etc. were seized. The withdrawal forms are exhibited 

as Ext. 61 to Ext. 69 in Case No. 25/2004, as Ext. 19, Ext. 22 to Ext. 27 in Case 

No. 22/2004, as Ext. 21, Ext. 52 to Ext. 54 in Case No. 19/2004. Debit Voucher 

as  Ext.  70 in  Case No.  25/2004,  Bankers’  cheque as  Ext.  21 in  Case No. 

22/2004 and as Ext. 60 in Case No. 25/2004. Cheque as Ext. 19 in Case No. 

25/2004. On perusal of those exhibits, it transpires that the aforesaid exhibits 

relates to a total amount of Rs. 2,33,950/, deposited in the SBI, Manja Tiniali  

Branch for withdrawal in the names of different non existent persons and the 

alleged acts were done during the period, when accused Mukut Chetia was the 

Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch and amounts were withdrawn by 

illegal means in consequence of the conspiracy with Binod Barman, Hemendra 

Barman, Rajesh Teron and other convicted persons. It further appeared from 

the evidence of Sri Monoj Taro that he signed in a cheque bearing No. BN/6 

517281 at the instance of accused Mukut Chetia and for signing of the cheque, 

he was given Rs. 5000/ or Rs. 6000/,  out of which he paid Rs. 500/ Binod 

Barman.
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24. To commit an offence of criminal conspiracy, two or persons must 

enter in to an agreement to do an illegal act or an act not illegal but by illegal 

means. In the instant case, it is found from the above discussion that the then 

Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali  Branch Mukut Chetia with the aid and 

assistance  of  Binod  Barman,  Hemendra  Barman,  Rajesh  Teron  and  other 

convicted  persons  sanctioned  and  disbursed  IRDP  loans  to  the  persons 

namely,   Sing  Teron,  Thangkhai  Kuki,  Sonaram  Kro,  Ramsing  Ronghang, 

Chowkidar  Engti,  Majori  Phangso,  Harlangki  Bey,  Rongbong  Bey,  Harsing 

Engleng,  Boleswar  Jigdong,  Naren  Bey,  Kehai  Teron,  Mon  Engti,  Rubul 

Phongso, Desoi Rongpi etc. The above act, though not appeared illegal in its 

face, but it was done by illegal means as appeared from the evidence, which 

the accused persons did as they entered in to an agreement to do the said act.  

It is true that direct evidence in an offence of Section 120B of the IPC is hardly 

available, but such offences are seldom committed, which is to be derived from 

the circumstances available in a case. This chain of circumstances must be 

ended with the conclusion that the offence was committed by none other than 

the  accused  persons,  with  whom  charge  has  been  leveled.  In  this  regard, 

learned Counsel for the prosecution (CBI), relied upon a decision of the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court  reported in  (2008) 5 SCC 597; Vinay D. Nagar Vs State of  

Rajasthan. Hon’ble Supreme Court observed as follows –
“9. The principle of law is well established that where the evidence is of a 

circumstantial nature, circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is 

to be drawn should in the first instance be fully established, and the facts, 

so established, should be consistent only with the hypothesis of the guilt 

of the accused. The circumstances should be of a conclusive nature and 

they should be such as to exclude hypothesis than the one proposed to 

be proved. In other words, there must be chain of evidence so complete 

as not to leave any reasonable ground for a conclusion consistent with 

the innocence of the accused and it must be such as to show that within 

all human probability the act must have been done by the accused.” 

25.  In  the  instant  case,  evidence  of  the  prosecution  witnesses 

transpires  that  the  chain  of  the  facts  and  circumstances,  as  stated  above, 

established consistently with the hypothesis that accused Mukut Chetia, being 

the Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch at the relevant time with the 

aid and assistance of Binod Barman, Hemendra Barman, Rajesh Teron and 

other convicted persons sanctioned and disbursed loans to fictitious persons 

without verifying the beneficiaries at the stage of pre-sanction survey and also 

at the time of photo identification as per banking guidelines for agricultural loan. 

Thus  it  clearly  shows  the  acts  of  accused persons,  such  as  submission  of 
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application  forms  in  the  name  of  non  existent  and  fictitious  persons, 

documentation and photo identification etc.  without  following the established 

procedure of sanctioning agricultural  loan by the bank, deposit of withdrawal 

forms,  issuance  of  Banker’s  cheque  etc.  are  fraudulent  acts  with  dishonest 

intention  to  deceive  State  Bank  of  India,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch  and  thereby 

cheated  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch  for  the  amounts  of  Rs.  2,33,950/-  as 

mentioned  in  the  said  documents.  These  acts  of  accused  persons  are  the 

fraudulent and dishonest act in sanctioning and disbursing IRDP loans meant 

for the people living in or under poverty line, to some non existent and fictitious 

persons. By doing these acts, accused persons have completed the chain in 

committing the offence of criminal conspiracy to cheat and induced the bank to 

deliver property,  i.e. cash amount.  Accused Mukut Chetia accepted the loan 

documents and sanctioned the loans but no information was given to DRDA for 

sanction  of  loans.  All  the  above acts of  the  accused persons brings strong 

inference, which led to the hypothesis that the accused persons entered in to 

the  conspiracy  and  in  consequence  of  their  conspiracy,  they  cheated  SBI, 

Manja Tiniali Branch and thus it completes the chain as and when loans were 

sanctioned and disbursed in the names of non existent and fictitious persons. 

Hence, I have no hesitation to come to the conclusion that the prosecution has 

able to prove the criminal conspiracy against the accused persons to cheat SBI, 

Manja Tiniali Branch, with their different activities. Accordingly, point No. 1 and 

2 are decided into affirmative. 

26. Point No. 3 :- This point relates to the accused Mukut Chetia of the 

allegation of committing criminal breach of trust as public servant, or by banker,  

merchant or agent. To bring home the charge prosecution has to prove that the 

accused is a public servant or banker, merchant or agent and property was 

entrusted in any manner or has the dominion over property in his capacity as a 

banker and commits criminal breach of trust in respect of that property. Criminal 

breach of trust is defined in Section 405 IPC. As per Section 405 IPC, a person 

is  said  to  have  committed  criminal  breach of  trust  if  any  property  is  being 

entrusted  with  him  in  any  manner,  which  property  he  dishonestly 

misappropriates or converts to his own use or dishonestly uses or disposes the 

property in violation of any direction of law prescribing the mode in which such 

trust is to be discharged etc. After going through the evidences of the instant 

case,  it  transpires that  during  the  period  of  1986 to  1989,  Integrated Rural 

Development Progress (in short “IRDP”) scheme was in progress to uplift the 

village people living below poverty line by providing loan through District Rural 

Development  Agency (DRDA).  DRDA and its  analogous  agencies  collected 
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loan applications, scrutinized it and prepared a list of beneficiaries and sent to  

the Bank. Block Development Officer formed a committee consisting of Govt. 

nominees and bank officials who conducted a pre sanction survey by visiting 

the spot, existence of the applicant in his particular address, requirement of the 

loan and availability of infrastructure. Committee has to submit the report to the 

bank and after satisfaction about genuineness of the report; bank prepares the 

proposal for sanction of the loan. After receipt of the sanction order, borrower 

has  to  come  to  the  bank  for  documentation,  affix  his  photograph  on  the 

application duly identified by the BDO or any Govt. agency. After completion of 

identification and documentation, bank has to release a part of the sanctioned 

amount and subsidy is kept in the bank. Thus it is very much clear that to avail 

a  loan  under  Government  sponsored  scheme,  he  has  to  apply  first  to  the 

sponsoring Government Agency, who scrutinized the applications, prepared a 

list of probable beneficiaries and send the list to the bank. Concerned Block 

Development  Officer  constituted a committee with  Govt.  nominee and bank 

officials, who has to conduct a pre sanction survey on the basis of the list and 

submit report to the bank. After satisfaction on the report, loan sanction order 

has to be issued by the bank and thereafter documentation has been done and 

identification  of  the  beneficiary  has  been  ascertained  from  the  photograph 

affixed  on  the  loan  application  which  is  to  be  confirmed  by  the  Block 

Development  Officer  or  any  other  Govt.  agency.  But  from the  evidence  of 

witnesses it reveals that accused Mukut Chetia did not comply the procedures 

in sanction and disbursement of loan.

27.  The evidence of PW Haripada Das disclosed that he as a field 

officer did not find Inspection Register and Control Return Register for 1986-89 

in  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch,  which  is  required  to  be  maintained  for 

disbursement of loan under Govt. sponsored scheme. Accused Mukut Chetia 

was the Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch during said period and no 

recovery  of  loan  was  there  in  that  period.  On  enquiry,  he  found  some 

beneficiaries shown to be availing IRDP loans, but in fact they did not avail loan 

and some were not traceable. In most of the cases, Passbooks were not issued 

to the borrowers. He came to know from Gaonburas that some borrowers were 

not in existence in their place of residence as shown to be resided. PW Raj  

Kumar Das stated that IRDP loan scheme was in progress during 1986-89 and 

Mukut Chetia did all works of documentation, sanctioning and disbursement of 

IRDP loan and identification of beneficiaries. PW R.K. Aditya stated that in case 

of lapses on the part of the Bank, both Branch Manager and Field Officer are 

responsible and Branch Manager is overall responsible of granting the loan. He 
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found some irregularities in SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch, such as change of name 

of the Branch from Diphu to Manja, disbursement of loan without money receipt,  

non-submission of return to higher authority, loan application forwarded without 

endorsement  of  BDO,  loan  disbursed  without  receipt  of  subsidy  etc.  PW 

Subodh  Kumar  Debnath  stated  that  the  committee,  nominated  by  the  BDO 

consisting of Govt. nominees and bank officials, conduct a pre-sanction survey 

by  visiting  the  spot,  existence  of  the  applicant  in  his  particular  address, 

requirement of the loan and availability of infra-structure to avail the loan. Thus 

from the above evidences, it is found that Govt. sponsored IRDP scheme loan 

was  in  progress during 1986-89 through SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch of  Karbi 

Anglong  district  and  during  that  period  Sri  Mukut  Chetia  was  the  Branch 

Manager  of  the Bank.  As a Branch Manager,  he  sanctioned and disbursed 

loans  without  maintaining  Inspection  Register  and  Control  Return  Register, 

disbursed  loan  without  money  receipt  and  without  receipt  of  subsidy,  loan 

applications were without endorsement of BDO, without proper identification of 

beneficiaries.  Mukut  Chetia  did  all  the  works  such  as  documentation, 

sanctioning and disbursement of IRDP loan and identification of beneficiaries. 

He also did not submit return to the higher authority and Branch Manager is  

overall  responsible  of  granting  the  loan.  Defence  failed  to  rebut  the  above 

evidence by cross examination. So, fact remains that accused Mukut Chetia 

with some ulterior motive sanctioned and disbursed the loan without following 

the procedures and proper identification.

27. Evidence of PW R.K. Aditya further disclosed that Ext. 2 to Ext. 7 

(in Case No. 19/2004) are SB withdrawal  form submitted by accused Binod 

Barman for  Rs.  150/,  Rs.  400/,  Rs.  200/,  Rs.  100/,  Rs.  300/  and  Rs.  100/ 

respectively. Ext. 2(1), Ext. 3(1) and Ext. 5(1) are signatures of Mukut Chetia. 

Ext. 2(2), Ext. 2(3), Ext. 3(2), Ext. 3(3), Ext. 4(1), Ext. 4(2), Ext. 5(2), Ext. 5(3), 

Ext.  6(1),  Ext.  6(2),  Ext.  7(1) and Ext.  7(2) are signatures of Binod Barman 

which he can identify. Ext. 8 is specimen signature card of Binod Barman. Ext. 

21 is withdrawal form for Rs. 4000/ and Ext. 21(1) is the signature of Mukut 

Chetia as passing officer. Ext. 22 is seizure memo in 6 sheets by which CBI 

seized some documents from him, Ext. 22(1) is his signatures. On perusal of 

above evidence it transpires that accused Binod Barman withdrew the amount 

through the withdrawal forms exhibited as Ext. 2 to Ext. 7 to which Mukut Chetia 

passes the same by putting his signature. It further appears that Ext. 52, Ext. 53 

and  Ext.  54  are  withdrawal  forms  consisting  signatures  of  accused  Mukut 

Chetia. PW Barun Bhuyan stated that Bank makes a pre-sanction survey prior 

to sanction of the loan to ascertain genuineness of the proposal and on being 
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satisfied, Bank release the loan in two instalments. On satisfaction of proper 

utilization of first instalment, Bank releases the second instalment. Subsidy is 

released after intimating DRDA by Bank after release of the sanction amount. In 

1986-91,  SBI  Manager never  informed him about  sanctioning of  loan under 

IRDP.

28. I.O. stated that during investigation some loan documents, such as 

Agreement for Hypothecation,  Sanction letter,  Loan application, Control  card 

cum ledger sheet, Declaration form, Revival letter, Apprisal form etc. relating to 

Naren Bey, Harsing Engleng, Rubul Phangso, Kehai Teron, Mon Engti, Desoi  

Rongpi and Boleswar Jigdong. These documents are exhibited under different 

numbers of aforesaid cases. The signature and thumb impression appeared on 

the  said  documents  were  marked  as  questioned  thumb  impression  and 

signature and were examined in CFSL and GEQD and their opinion has been 

mentioned above.  On perusal  of  aforesaid  opinion,  it  is  found that  accused 

Rajesh Engleng put thumb impression/signature on the loan documents in the 

name of Harsing Engleng and Binod Barman put thumb impression on the loan 

documents  in  the  name  of  Naren  Bey,  Rubul  Phongso,  Kehai  Teron,  Mon 

Engleng and Boleswar Jigdong. Accused Mukut Chetia on those documents 

sanctioned and disbursed loans in their names and amount was also withdrawn 

vide  withdrawal  form  exhibited  in  Case  No.  25/2004  in  the  name of  Rubul 

Phangso through loan A/C No. ATL-7/679 as Ext. 69 for Rs. 5100/, in the name 

of Mon Engti through loan A/C No. ATL-7/678 as Ext. 68 for Rs. 5100/, in the 

name of Kehai Teron through loan A/C No. ATL-7/676 as Ext. 67 for Rs. 5100/, 

in the name of Naren Bey through loan A/C No. ATL-7/581 as Ext. 66 for Rs.  

4000/, in the name of Naren Bey through loan A/C No. ATL-7/679 as Ext. 65 for 

Rs. 3800/, in the name of Boleswar Jigdong through loan A/C No. ATL-7/799 as 

Ext. 64 for Rs. 4000/, in the name of Harsing Engleng through loan A/C No. 

ATL-7/443 as Ext. 63 for Rs. 750/, in the name of Desoi Rongpi through loan 

A/C No.  ATL-7/684 as Ext.  62 for  Rs.  5000/,  in  the name of  Desoi  Rongpi 

through  loan  A/C No.  ATL-7/644 as  Ext.  61  for  Rs.  3000/,  in  the  name of  

Thangkhai Kuki through loan A/C No. ATL-8/949 as Ext. 22 and 23 in Case No. 

22/2004 for Rs. 5000/ each, in the name of Sonaram Kro through loan A/C No. 

ATL-8/950  as  Ext.  24  in  Case  No.  22/2004  for  Rs.  5000/,  in  the  name of 

Ramsing Ronghang through loan A/C No. ATL-8/9532 as Ext. 25 in Case No. 

22/2004 for Rs. 5000/,  in the name of H.L. Bey through loan A/C No. ATL-

8/1033 as Ext. 26 and 27 in Case No. 22/2004 for Rs. 5000/ each. Apart from 

the aforesaid withdrawal forms, Debit Voucher for Rs. 21,625/ vide Ext. 70 (in 

Case No. 25/2004) and Rs. 84,000/ vide Ext. 21 (in Case No. 22/2004), Cheque 
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for Rs. 21,000/ vide Ext. 19 (in Case No. 25/2004) were also seized. Aforesaid 

withdrawal forms, cheque, debit voucher shows payment of money to the non 

existent and fictitious persons through their loan accounts mentioned above.

29. Admittedly,  accused Mukut Chetia is a public servant as he was 

Branch Manager of State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch at the relevant  

point of time. Signatures of the accused Mukut Chetia wherever appeared on 

the documents relating to the instant cases also not disputed as submitted in 

course of argument on the plea that he put his signatures on good faith and on 

verification of genuineness of beneficiaries by Block persons. Accused Mukut 

Chetia  can  also  be  termed  as  banker  as  mentioned  in  Section  409  IPC. 

Because,  it  is  an admitted position that every bank keeps cash in the bank 

premises for daily transaction and the Branch Manager, as head of the Branch 

has domain over the said cash amount and the transaction of said amount has 

to be made with due procedure and in legal way in paying to the customers. In 

the instant cases, evidence reveals that accused Mukut Chetia sanctioned and 

disbursed loans to some non existent and fictitious persons without following 

banking guidelines of agricultural loans. It is also found that documentation and 

photo identification of the said beneficiaries were not done properly. It appeared 

that Harsing Engleng is a non existent person and his control card cum ledger 

sheet is exhibited as Ext.  41 in case No. 25/2004 and Mukut Chetia put his 

signature over the photograph affixed there. Thereafter, amounts as shown in 

withdrawal  forms  against  the  loan  A/C  Nos.  of  fictitious  persons  were 

withdrawn. The aforesaid acts of the accused Mukut Chetia clearly gives rise 

the fact that he, as a Branch Manager of SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch, has domain 

over the cash of the bank brought for day to day transaction, which he disposed 

in  violation  of  banking  procedure  and  guidelines  for  agricultural  loans  by 

sanctioning and disbursing loan amounts to non existent and fictitious persons 

as mentioned above, which constitutes the offence of criminal breach of trust by 

a public servant. As such, point No. 3 is decided into affirmative.   

30.  Point No. 4, 5 & 6 :- These three points are found to be related 

with each other against the accused Sri Binod Barman. So, these points are 

taken together for discussion. Prosecution allegation against the accused Binod 

Barman is there that he cheated SBI Manja Tiniali Branch for Rs. 46,000/ in  

consequence of conspiracy and by impersonation and also forged documents 

for the purpose of cheating.

31. PW Sri  Cornelius Tigga stated in evidence that in 1997 he was 

working as Postal Asstt. in Diphu HPO. On 08.07.1997, CBI officials took thumb 

impression of Chandra Ronghang and Sing Terong and handwriting of Binod 
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Barman in his presence. Ext. 30 is the thumb impression of Chandra Ronghang 

and Ext. 31 is the thumb impression of Singh Terong, wherein Ext. 30(1) and 

Ext.  31(1) are his signatures. Specimen handwritings of Binode Barman are 

marked as S-41 and S-42 and exhibited as Ext. 32 and 33. Ext. 32(1) and 33(1) 

are  his  signatures.  On  the  said  date,  specimen  signature  and  writings  of 

Chandra  Ronghang  (S-49  and  S-50),  Manoj  Taro  (S-45  and  S-46),  Rajesh 

Ingling (S-53 and S-54) and Sensong Timung (S-57 and S-58) also obtained. 

Ext. 34 (in 2 sheets) is specimen hand writing of Chandra Ronghang, where 

Ext.  34(1)  and 34(2)  are  his  signatures.  Ext.  35(in  2  sheets)  are  specimen 

handwriting of Manoj Taro, where Ext. 35(1) and 35(2) are his signatures. Ext.  

36 (in 2 sheets) are specimen handwriting of Rajesh Ingleng, where Ext. 36(1) 

and 36(2) are his signatures. Ext. 37 (in 2 sheets) are specimen handwriting of 

Sensingh Timung, where Ext.  37(1) and 37(2) are his signatures. I.O. in his 

evidence stated that  specimen signature and handwriting  of  accused Mukut 

Chetia and Binod Barman were obtained and sent to CFSL for expert opinion.

32. PW Sri S.K. Chadda stated that he examined questioned thumb 

impression  and  compared  with  specimen  finger  prints  and  submitted  his 

opinion/report/result of examination No. CFSL/98/A-477 dated 28.06.1999. Ext.  

24 (in Case No. 19/2004), Ext. 43 (in Case No. 22/2004) and Ext. 82 (in Case 

No. 25/2004) is his said report.  On perusal of  the report  it  appears that the 

fingerprint  marked  as  Q3,  Q43  and  Q118  is  identical  with  RTI  of  Rajesh 

Engleng marked as  RTS-16,  Q106 is  identical  with  LTI  of  Rajesh Engleng, 

whose specimen thumb impression is marked as LTS-16, Q107, Q126, Q135, 

Q150,  Q152,  Q153,  Q156 to  Q158 are identical  with  RTI  of  Binod Barman 

whose specimen thumb impression is marked as RTS-24, Q103, Q140, Q145 

are identical with RTI of Semsong Timung, whose specimen thumb impression 

is marked as RTS-15, Q137 is identical with LTI of Chandra Ronghang, whose 

specimen thumb impression is marked as LTS-17, Q147 is identical with RTI of 

Hemendra Barman, whose specimen thumb impression is marked as RTS-22. 

Sri S.K. Chadda submitted another report which is exhibited as Ext. 32 (in Case 

No. 19/2004), Ext. 51 (in Case No. 22/2004), Ext. 90 (in Case No. 25/2004), 

which reveals that finger print marked as Q106A, Q106B, Q106C, Q166 and 

Q167 are identical  with  the LTI  of  Rajesh Engleng,  whose specimen thumb 

impression is marked as LTS-16, Q8, Q12, Q38, Q38A, Q41, Q43, Q48, Q71, 

Q72, Q76, Q77, Q87, Q118A, Q163 and Q164 are identical with RTI of Rajesh 

Engleng, whose specimen thumb impression is marked as RTS-16, Q103D and 

Q140E are  identical  with  RTI  of  Semsong Timung,  whose  specimen thumb 

impression is marked as RTS-15, Q137A, Q137C, Q137D, Q181, Q192, Q195 
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are  identical  with  LTI  of  Chandra  Ronghang,  whose  specimen  thumb 

impression  is  marked  as  LTS-17,  Q107A,  Q107C,  Q107D,  Q126A,  Q126D, 

Q126E, Q135C, Q150A, Q152A to Q152C, Q153E, Q156A to Q156J, Q157B, 

Q157D to Q157I, Q158A to Q158J and Q172 are identical with RTI of Binod 

Barman, whose specimen thumb impression is marked as RTS-24, Q147A to 

Q147C are identical with RTI of Hemendra Barman, whose specimen thumb 

impression is marked as RTS-22, Q107B is identical with Right Middle finger 

impression of Hemendra Barman, whose specimen finger impression is marked 

as RMS-22.

33. PW Sri Sujay Saha stated that he examined specimen writing of 

Mukut Chetia marked as S 29 to S 36 contained in document marked as Z/14 in 

7  sheets,  his  initial  signature and specimen writing marked as S 1 to  S 28 

contained in document marked as Z/15 in 28 sheets. He compared aforesaid 

specimen writings with questioned markings marked as Q1, Q2, Q4 to Q6, Q14, 

Q18, Q20 to Q23, Q26, Q29, Q31 to Q34, Q37, Q42, Q44 to Q47, Q50, Q55, 

Q58 to Q61, Q64, Q67, Q70, Q75, Q78, Q80, Q82, Q83, Q85, Q88, Q89, Q90, 

Q92,  Q93,  Q95 and Q98 and expressed his  opinion.  Ext.  37  (in  Case No. 

19/2004), Ext. 54 (in Case No. 22/2004), Ext. 95 (in Case No. 25/2004) is the 

report of GEQD which reveals that the blue enclosed writings and signature 

marked as S-1 to S-28 also wrote the red enclosed signatures marked as Q1, 

Q2, Q4 to Q6, Q14, Q18, Q20 to Q23, Q26, Q29, Q31 to Q34, Q37, Q42, Q44 

to Q47, Q50, Q55, Q58 to Q61, Q64, Q67, Q70, Q75, Q78, Q80, Q82, Q83, 

Q85, Q88, Q89, Q90, Q92, Q93, Q95 and Q98. On perusal of said specimen 

signature and writing and questioned signatures, it is found that these are the 

signatures of accused Maukut Chetia and Q-70 appeared on a withdrawal form 

for Rs. 3750/ exhibited as Ext. 52. His another report marked as Ext. 35 (in 

Case  No.  19/2004),  Ext.  52  (in  Case  No.  22/2004),  Ext.  93  (in  Case  No. 

25/2004) disclosed that S-37 to S-40, S-87 to S-103 and A-1 to A-16 wrote 

questioned writing marked as Q9, Q13, Q36, Q39, Q49, Q84, Q91 and Q94. On 

perusal of exhibits, it appears that A-1 to A-16 are admitted signatures of Sri  

Binod  Barman  which  appeared  and  marked  as  Q91  in  Bankers’  cheque 

application for Rs. 84,000/ vide Ext. 20 and the cheque in favour of M/S Swami 

Store for Rs. 21,000/ marked as Q84 vide Ext. 19. 

34.  PW  Sri  S.K.  Chadda  further  stated  that  the  specimen  thumb 

impression of Binode Barman was found on questioned documents such as 

Q107, Q126, Q135, Q150, Q152, Q153, Q156, Q157 and Q158, and has come 

to the conclusion that those questioned finger prints are identical and matching 

ridge characteristics with specimen right thumb impression of Binode Barman 
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marked as RTS 24 on the slip marked as S 24. He examined questioned finger 

print  marked  as  Q107  and  Q156  compared  with  right  thumb impression  of 

Binode Barman marked as RTS 24 with enlarged photograph and marked 8 

matching points with projected red lines mentioned in annexure 4 and 5. Ext. 26 

(in 2 sheets, proved in original) and Ext. 27 (in 2 sheets, proved in original) are 

his reasons for opinion. Ext. 26(1), 26(2), 27(1) and 27(2) are his signatures. He 

also  compared Q107  appearing  in  control  card  cum ledger  sheet  of  a  C.C 

account of SBI in the name of Sri Boleswar Jigdang and found that Q107 and 

right thumb impression of Binode Barman i.e. RTS 24 are same and identical. 

He also found Q126 finger print of persons to be same, similar and identical  

with right thumb impression of Binode Barman i.e RTS 24 appearing in S 24. 

Ext. 39 (in Spl. Case 22/2004) wherein Q107 appearing, he put seal of finger 

print division and his initial there. Another control card cum ledger sheet of SBI 

in the name of Kehai Teron exhibited as Ext. 50 (in Spl. Case No. 22/2004). 

The finger print impression marked Q150 is found same, similar and identical 

with the finger print of Binode Barman marked as RTS 24 appearing in S 24. 

Another control card cum ledger sheet of ACC account of SBI in the name of 

Rubul Phangcho exhibited as Ext.  51. The finger print impression appearing 

therein marked Q153 is found same, similar and identical with the finger print of 

Binode Barman marked as RTS 24 appearing in S 24. Ext. 35 report of the Dy.  

GEQD and laid in to evidence by PW-17 reveals that the person who wrote blue 

enclosed signature marked as S-37 to S-40, S-87 to S-103 and A-1 to A-16 also 

wrote the red enclosed signatures marked as Q-9, Q-13, Q-36, Q-39, Q-49, Q-

84, Q91 and Q-94. It appears that aforesaid signatures are of accused Binod 

Barman and Q-94 appeared in a cheque amounting to Rs. 84,000/ whereon 

signature of accused Mukut Chetia also appeared and marked as Q-92 and Q-

93. Aforesaid opinion exhibited as Ext. 35 and Ext. 37 brings strong inference 

that both the accused persons entered into criminal conspiracy to do illegal acts 

and in consequence of said conspiracy they withdrew amounts from SBI Manja 

Tiniali Branch.

35. From the above discussion on the evidence on record, it is found 

that the conspiracy amongst the accused persons was made with cool brain 

and in calculative manner that starts from obtaining the loan applications in the 

name of some fictitious persons shown to be living in poverty line or below 

poverty line at a specified village from the beginning. Thereafter, accused Gram 

Sevak submitted false verification report along with other beneficiaries that Sri  

Sing  Teron,  Sri  Sabadan  Difusa,  Sri  Woofang  Bey,  Sri  Sarman  Killing,  Sri 

Rajendra  Rongfar,  Sri  Thangkai  Kuki,  Sri  Sonaram  Kro,  Sri  Ramsing 
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Ronghang,  Sri  Chowkidar  Engti,  Sri  Majori  Phongso,  Sri  Harlangki  Bey,  Sri 

Rongbong Bey, Sri Narayan Das, Sri Harsing Engleng, Sri Boleswar Jigdong, 

Sri  Naren Bey,  Sri  Kehai  Teron,  Sri  Mon Engti,  Sri  Rubul  Phongso and Sri 

Desoi  Rongpi  are genuine resident.  Thereafter,  loans sponsored and letters 

were  sent  to  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch.  In  course  of  investigation,  loan 

documents such as Agreement for Hypothecation, Sanction letter, Control card 

cum ledger sheet, Loan form, Declaration form, Apprisal form, Revival letter etc. 

in the name of Sri  Naren Bey,  Sri  Harsing Engleng, Sri  Rubul Phongso, Sri 

Kehai Teron, Sri Mon Engti, Sri Boleswar Jigdong and Sri Desoi Rongpi were 

seized. Evidence reveals that accused Binod Barman put thumb impression in 

the name of those persons except Harsing Engleng and Desoi Rongpi in the 

said loan documents at the time of documentation for the loan. PW Banikanta 

Rajbonshi stated that photo affixed in Ext. 40 control card cum ledger sheet in 

the name of Desoi Rongpi is not of Desoi Rongpi. This act cannot be done 

without  assistance  and  connivance  of  the  Branch  Manager  of  the  Bank  as 

photograph has to be affixed in the control card cum ledger sheet of the loan 

account at the bank, but that hurdle was also over with the connivance of the 

Branch  Manager  and  then  Branch  Manager  sanctioned  the  loans  to  the 

beneficiaries  along  with  aforesaid  non  existent  persons.  Thus  the  aforesaid 

facts and circumstances, as derived from the evidence on record clearly shows 

that  the  accused  persons  in  consequence  of  the  conspiracy  made  false 

documents for the purpose of cheating the bank to obtain the loan in the name 

of non existent and fictitious persons. Accused Mukut Chetia was the Branch 

Managers of State Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch at the relevant point of 

time and he accepted the said documents as genuine. On the basis of said 

forged  documents,  accused  Mukut  Chetia  sanctioned  loan  to  the  aforesaid 

fictitious persons. I.O. seized some withdrawal forms, debit vouchers, Bankers’ 

cheque, cheque etc. in course of investigation, which were used to withdraw 

amount from SBI Manja Tiniali Branch. Out of the said documents, application 

form  to  issue  a  Bankers’  cheque  for  an  amount  of  Rs.  84,000/  has  been 

exhibited as Ext. 20 in Case No. 22/2004 and a cheque for Rs. 21,000/ in the 

name of M/S Swami Stores has been exhibited as Ext. 21 in Case No. 22/2004. 

PW Rajendra Kumar Swami stated that his father died at Rajasthan and he 

cannot write English. Signature appeared in the cheque vide Ext. 19 is not the 

signature of his father. This fact got support from the evidence of PW Sri Sujay 

Kr  Saha,  who  stated  that  he  compared the  specimen signature  and writing 

marked as S-37 to S-40, S-87 to S-103 and A-1 to A-16 with the questioned 

signature and writing marked as Q-9, Q13, Q36, Q39, Q49, Q84, Q91 and Q94 
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and found that the specimen signature and writing marked as S-37 to S-40, S-

87 to S-103 and A-1 to A-16 of the person wrote Q-9, Q13, Q36, Q39, Q49, 

Q84, Q91 and Q94. It appears that specimen signatures marked as S-37 to S-

40 are of Binod Barman exhibited as Ext. 49 in Case No. 19/2004, Ext. 66 in 

Case  No.  22/2004  and  Ext.  115  in  Case  No.  25/2004.  Similarly  specimen 

signatures marked as S-87 to S-103 are of Binod Barman and exhibited as Ext. 

50 in Case No. 19/2004, Ext. 67 in Case No. 22/2004 and Ext. 117 in Case No. 

25/2004.  Questioned signature  marked  as  Q-84 appeared  in  the  cheque  in 

favour of M/S Swami Store for Rs. 21,000/. 

36.  On perusal  of  above evidence,  it  transpires that  accused Binod 

Barman forged loan documents in respect of Naren Bey, Rubul Phongso, Kehai 

Teron, Mon Engti and Boleswar Jigdong in consequence of the conspiracy with 

Mukut Chetia as he allowed Binod Barman to put thumb impression at the time 

of  documentation  in  the  name  of  non  existent  and  fictitious  persons  and 

accepted the same and thereby cheated the  bank by submitting  withdrawal 

forms as well as Ext. 19 (in Case No. 22/2004) cheque in favour of M/S Swami  

Stores to withdraw the amount. Cheating has been defined in Section 415 IPC 

as  to  deceiving  any  person  fraudulently  dishonestly  induces  the  person  so 

deceived to deliver any property to any person etc. which he would not do or 

omit if he were not so deceived, and which act or omission causes or likely to 

cause damage or harm to that person in body, mind, reputation or property. On 

perusal of the evidence on record, it is found that accused Binod Barman put 

signatures in loan documents of Naren Bey, Rubul Phongso, Kehai Teron, Mon 

Engti and Boleswar Jigdong, out of which Boleswar Jigdong stated that thumb 

impression appeared in Ext. 26, the sanction order is not his thumb impression 

and the photograph appeared in Ext. 28, the control card cum ledger sheet, is 

not his photograph. Ext. 64 is withdrawal slip and Ext. 40 signature appeared on 

the reverse is not his signature. Those acts of the accused Binod Barman are 

fraudulent acts with dishonest intention by which induced the bank to pay the 

amount as mentioned in the documents and he forged the loan documents of 

the aforesaid persons for the purpose of cheating. Hence, it can safely come to 

the  conclusion  that  accused  Binod  Barman,  in  consequence  of  criminal 

conspiracy  cheated  the  bank  and  for  that  purpose  he  forged  the  loan 

documents by putting signature and thumb impression in the name of those 

persons. Accordingly, point No. 4 and 6 are decided into affirmative.

37. Another allegation against the accused Binod Barman is cheating 

by personation. To complete an offence of cheating by personation, there must 

be evidence to show first that the accused impersonates him, personally or by 
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photograph, pretending to be another person before any person, authority etc 

and thereby cheats the person, authority. Cheating has been defined in Section 

415 IPC as to deceiving any person fraudulently and dishonestly induces the 

person so deceived to deliver any property to any person etc. which he would 

not do or omit if he were not so deceived, and which act or omission causes or  

likely to  cause damage or  harm to that person in  body,  mind,  reputation or 

property. After going through the entire evidence on record, I do not find any 

such material that has brought by the prosecution to show that accused Binod 

Barman impersonates him as another person and appeared before the Bank, 

Block Office or any other office or his photograph has been used as person 

other than Binod Barman in the loan documents as mentioned above relating to 

this allegation and cheated them. So, I have come to the conclusion that the 

prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the  charge  under  Section  419  I.P.C. 

against  the  accused  Binod  Barman.  As  such,  point  No.  5  is  decided  into 

negative and against the prosecution.  

38.  Point  No.  7 :-  Criminal  misconduct  by  a  public  servant  under 

Section 13(1)(d) of the P.C. Act, 1988 is punishable under Section 13(2) of the 

said Act. In such an offence, prosecution has to prove that accused persons are 

public servant and they, by corrupt or illegal means, obtains for himself or for 

any other person any valuable thing or pecuniary advantage, or by abusing his 

position  as  public  servant,  obtains  for  himself  or  for  any  other  person  any 

valuable thing or pecuniary advantage or while holding office as public servant 

obtains for any person any valuable thing or pecuniary advantage without public 

interest.  Now,  let  us  scrutinize  the  evidence  on  record  to  see  how far  the 

prosecution  has  able  to  bring  home  the  aforesaid  ingredients  to  prove  the 

charge  against  the  accused  Mukut  Chetia,  Hemendra  Barman  and  Rajesh 

Teron.    

39. Admittedly accused Mukut Chetia was posted and functioning as 

Branch  Manager,  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch  from  1987  to  1989,  accused 

Hemendra Barman and Rajesh Teron were working as Gram Sevaks in the 

office of  the Sr.  Block Development Officer,  Lumbajong Development Block, 

Manja, Karbi Anglong during 1986 to 1989. Accused persons did not deny their  

aforesaid postings, so they were the public servant at the relevant time as per 

Section  2(c)(i)  of  the  P.C.  Act,  1988.  As  the  accused  persons  were  public 

servant,  prosecution  sanctions  were  obtained  to  prosecute  them  under  the 

alleged  offence  of  the  P.C.  Act.  PW-8 Sri  Jadab  Prasad Saikia  stated  that 

during 2000, he was working as General Manager (Commercial Banking) State 

Bank of India, Local Head Office, Guwahati. Being a General Manager, he was 
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competent to appoint and remove a person to the rank of Branch Manager. Ext.  

18 is the Sanction order against Sri Mukut Chetia, who was working as Branch 

Manager,  SBI,  Manja  Tiniali  Branch  during  the  relevant  time.  He had  gone 

through the documents and materials placed before him and applied his mind 

independently  and  accorded  sanction  to  prosecute  Sri  Mukut  Chetia.  CW-1 

Razwanur  Ahmed Choudhury  stated  that  he  is  working  in  the  office  of  the 

Director, Panchayat and Rural Development, Assam since 01.07.1977 and on 

28.11.2000 he was working as Sr. Assistant.  At that time Director was M.A. 

Borbhuyan and he is acquainted with  the signature and handwriting of M.A. 

Borbhuyan. Ext. A is the prosecution sanction order relating to Rajesh Teron, 

where Ext. A(1) and A(2) are the signatures of M.A. Borbhuyan. Ext. B is the 

prosecution sanction order relating to Hemendra Barman. Ext. B(1) and B(2) 

are the signatures of M.A. Borbhuyan. He is acquainted with the signature of 

M.A. Borbhuyan as he worked with him during the relevant time.

40. From the above evidence and on perusal of exhibits i.e. Ext. 18, 

Ext.  A and Ext.  B,  it  is  found that  the sanctions were  issued by competent 

authorities  and  defence  also  did  not  dispute  it.  It  is  found  from the  above 

discussions  on  the  evidence  on  record  that  accused  persons  entered  into 

criminal conspiracy to cheat the SBI, Manja Tiniali Branch and in consequence 

of that conspiracy, prepared false loan documents for the purpose of cheating,  

on  the  basis  of  which  loans  were  sanctioned  and  disbursed  to  some  non 

existent and fictitious persons. Accused persons also prepared false withdrawal 

forms by putting signature/thumb impression in the names of other to withdraw 

money and thereby cheated the bank. On careful scrutiny of the evidences, it is 

found that the accused persons did the said acts by abusing their positions as 

such public servants and obtained valuable thing or pecuniary advantage in the 

form of money sanctioned and disbursed through IRDP loan in the names of 

non existent and fictitious persons. As disclosed from the evidence of PW Sri  

Barun  Bhuyan  that  Hemendra  Barman  and  Rajesh  Teron,  being  the  Gram 

Sevaks find out the persons living poverty or below poverty line for the IRDP 

loan. On the basis of their report, Block Development office forwarded the loan 

applications to the Bank, which includes non existent and fictitious persons. On 

receipt of the sponsoring letters, accused Mukut Chetia issued sanction order of 

loans  without  further  verification  about  existence  of  beneficiaries  in  their 

addresses,  examining  authenticity  of  loan  documents  and  execution  of 

documents  were  done.  Branch  Manager  even  did  not  enquire  about  the 

beneficiaries at the time of affixing their photographs in the control card cum 

ledger  sheet  of  the  loan  accounts  and  hence,  photograph  affixed  in  the 
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application form and control card cum ledger sheet are of different persons as 

stated  by  PW  Boleswar  Jigdong.  After  doing  all  these  acts,  loans  were 

sanctioned and disbursed in their names, but accused Mukut Chetia did not 

inform DRDA about sanctioning of loan as stated by PW Barun Bhuyan. These 

acts of accused persons are clearly abusing of their official positions as such 

public servant and thereby withdrew an amount of Rs. 2,33,950/ through debit 

voucher, banker’s cheque, cheque etc. exhibited as Ext. 19, Ext. 61 to Ext. 70 

in Case No. 25/2004, Ext. 20 to Ext. 27 in Case No. 22/2004 and Ext. 21, Ext.  

52  to  Ext.  54  in  Case  No.  19/2004,  which  caused  loss  to  the  bank.  The 

aforesaid illegal acts were committed by corrupt or illegal means for wrongful 

gain to the aforesaid public servants by way of pecuniary advantage without 

any public interests, which acts of the accused persons named above, comes 

under the ingredients of Section 13(1)(d) of the P.C. Act. Accordingly, I have no 

hesitation to come to the conclusion that  prosecution has able to prove the 

ingredients of Section 13(1)(d) of the P.C. Act, 1988, against the accused Sri  

Mukut Chetia, Sri Hemendra Barman and Rajesh Teron and hence they are 

guilty for committing offence punishable under Section 13(2) of the P.C. Act.

41. In view of the above discussion on the evidence on record as well  

as facts and circumstances of the case and also taking in to evidences in its 

totality, I have come to the conclusion that the prosecution has able to bring 

home the charges against  all  the accused persons under Section 120B/420 

IPC, against the accused Sri Mukut Chetia under Section 409 IPC, against the 

accused Sri Binod Barman under Section 468 IPC and against the accused Sri 

Mukut Chetia, Sri Hemendra Barman and Sri Rajesh Teron under Section 13(2) 

read with Section 13(1)(d) of the P.C. Act, 1988, beyond all reasonable doubts.  

Accused Sri Binod Barman was not found guilty under Section 419 IPC. Hence, 

I find and hold the accused persons guilty as stated above. 

O R D E R

 42. Heard the accused persons on the quantum of sentence. Their 

statements  are  recorded in  separate  sheets.  The offence committed  by the 

accused persons is cheating of a public institution i.e. State Bank of India, by 

making false  documents  against  the  IRDP loan meant  for  the  people  living 

below poverty line. Accused Mukut Chetia worked as a Branch Manager, SBI,  

Manja Tiniali Branch, during relevant period. The act of the accused persons 

frustrated the noble intention of the Central Government to uplift the persons 

who are living below poverty line through the IRDP loan scheme. Admittedly,  
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the scheme was introduced to uplift the persons who are living in the poverty 

line or below poverty line and the District Rural Development Agency along with 

the State Bank of India was entrusted to implement the scheme. But, sorry to 

say that the implementation of the scheme was handled by such persons that 

they cannot think about upliftment of poor people, who are living in the poverty 

line or below poverty line and as a result,  misappropriated some amount by 

showing  sanction  and  disbursement  of  loan  to  non  existent  and  fictitious 

persons. The acts of the accused persons not only hampered in implementing 

the scheme of the Government in proper way to uplift the poor people but also 

stood as a barrier in the development of economic condition of the people living 

below poverty line in particular and the country in general. The acts of accused 

persons also disclosed that how deep the corrupt intentions entered into the 

mind of public servants, to cheat the State Bank of India by denying the loans to 

genuine beneficiaries living below poverty line. Due to aforesaid reasons, I do 

not  find  it  to  be  a  fit  case  to  deal  with  leniently.  From  the  facts  and 

circumstances of the case, I find that the accused persons cheated the State 

Bank of India, Manja Tiniali Branch by entering into a criminal conspiracy and in 

consequence of that conspiracy prepared false documents for the purpose of 

cheating, misappropriated an amount of Rs. 2,33,950/ by withdrawing with the 

help false withdrawal forms, Bankers’ cheque, cheque etc. in the name of non 

existent  persons  and  thereby  committed  criminal  misconduct  by  the  public 

servants. In view of the above and considering the statement of the accused 

persons on the quantum of sentence, I, convict all the accused persons under 

Section 120B/420 IPC and sentenced to suffer R.I. for 2 (two) years and to pay 

a fine of Rs. 10,000/ (Rupees ten thousand) only, in default of payment of fine  

accused shall undergo R.I. for another two months, accused Sri Mukut Chetia is 

convicted under Section 409 IPC and sentenced to suffer R.I. for 5 (five) years 

and to pay a fine of Rs. 50,000/ in default of payment of fine accused shall  

undergo R.I. for another six months, accused Sri Binod Barman is convicted 

under Section 468 IPC and sentenced to suffer R.I. for 2 (two) years and to pay 

a  fine  of  Rs.  5,000/  (Rupees  five  thousand),  in  default  of  payment  of  fine 

accused  shall  undergo  R.I.  for  another  one  month  and  accused  Sri  Mukut 

Chetia,  Sri  Hemendra  Barman  and  Sri  Rajesh  Teron  are  convicted  under 

Section 13(2) read with Section 13(1)(d) of the P.C. Act, 1988, and sentenced 

to suffer R.I. for 4 (four) years and to pay a fine of Rs. 50,000/ (Rupees fifty 

thousand) only in default of payment of fine, they shall undergo R.I. for another 

six month, which I think will be reasonable. Sentences of imprisonment will run 

concurrently. Detention in custody, if any will be set off. Accused Binod Barman 
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is not found guilty under Section 419 I.P.C. and hence he is acquitted from the 

said  charge.  Furnish  free  copy  of  the  Judgment  to  the  accused  persons 

forthwith. A copy of the judgment be also forwarded to the District Magistrate, 

Kamrup (M) under Section 365 Cr.P.C.

Judgment prepared and pronounced in the open court on this 30 th day 

of July, 2012, under my hand and seal. 

                                                                                                Special Judge, 
Dictated & Corrected by me                                                    C.B.I. Assam.
                                                                                                   Guwahati.
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